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GABRIELS — There is a secret
to the success of Tucker Farms.
Although it is an open secret, it is

a secret nonetheless, and while
many have heard some form of its
message, few have gone ahead and
actually followed its advice. It has
been passed down over the ages
from the successful to the ambi-
tious, and while it may seem like a
simple solution to a complex prob-
lem, those who have heard the mes-
sage and implemented it into their
lives will tell you it is the only way
to have a shot at achieving success
outside of pure, dumb luck. (For
that, there is no planning or strate-
gy necessary.)
The secret, of course, is to work

hard, keep an eye on the future, and
try to stay ahead of the curve.
Tom Tucker of Tucker Farms

summed it up when he said, “We
try to keep learning and doing new
things.”
It sounds too good to be true,

doesn’t it? It almost sounds easy,
right? If that’s the case, why do so
many of us fail to heed its sound
advice? For the Tuckers, it’s a way
of life, and it is the reason why
their farm is celebrating its 150th
anniversary while so many other
farms have come and gone in the
same amount of time.
While the farm today bears little

resemblance to the farm of 150
years ago, the past century-and-a-
half has seen the farm steadily
evolve to keep up with the times.
According to Steve Tucker, it all
started with the Hobarts, some bum
soil, and Apollos “Paul” Smith,
founder of a popular hotel nearby
that became a college after his
death.
“Benjamin Hobart came and

helped Paul Smith build a dam on
the St. Regis River so that his hotel
would be on a lake instead of a
river, and then they needed some-
one to supply food for the guests
and the guides,” Steve said. “So
Benjamin Hobart got volunteered,
or he volunteered, to supply them
with food. Paul Smith tried to grow
vegetables around his area, around
(what is now) Paul Smith’s
College, and it was too sandy — it
just didn’t grow well. We had bet-
ter soil here, so that’s why the farm
is here (in Gabriels) and not in Paul
Smiths. They don’t have the right
soil conditions over there.”
The farm was originally much

smaller than it is today. Over time,
the Tuckers started a farm next
door to the Hobarts, and eventual-
ly, the two families were forever
united by wedding bells.
“Our grandfather was a Tucker;

our grandmother was a Hobart,”
Tom said. “She and her family
were farming here, and the Tuckers
were next door. She married the
Tuckers, and over time, they
merged together.”
The present incarnation of the

farm has expanded beyond the bor-
ders of the two family farms.
“We’ve taken over the farm that

was at the end of the road, and
we’ve taken over part of the farm
that was on the Rainbow (Lake)
Road,” Tom said.
While the farm’s main crop

today is potatoes, its focus varied in
the early days.
“It was a truck farm, (focusing

on) mostly vegetables, some grains
for the animals to feed. It was
mostly the vegetables for the
restaurant and the hotel,” Tom said.
“Hobart got into commercially
growing seed potatoes around
1927.”
Seed potato farming has evolved

since the early days of the farm,
and Hobart was integral to that
evolution.
“He was one of the founding

members of the New York State
Seed Potato Growers,” Steve said.

“Before that, people would just
save their potatoes from last year’s
crop and replant them, so there
wasn’t any real control over the
quality of the seed they were plant-
ing.”
Inferior stock was often the

result.
“Normally, people would plant

the stuff that they couldn’t sell, the
odd-shaped and bruised ones,”
Steve said. “Then they found out
that the better quality seed that you
plant, the better quality potato
you’ll get out of it in the end.”
From that point on, the main

focus of the farm has been pota-
toes.
“Potatoes are the biggest crop we

grow,” Tom said. “We’re a seed
farm throughout the state, so we
ship certified seed throughout New
York and all along 38 states.”
As with many aspects of life in

the Adirondacks, isolation plays a
large part in the cultivation of the
farm’s potatoes.
“The isolation from other grow-

ers helps us keep disease at bay,”
Tom said. This ensures the quality
of the farm’s signature product,
Tuckertaters.
“Dad created the TuckerTater

brand in ’66,” Tom said. “Until
then, the Hobarts had their farm,
and the Tuckers had theirs. When
Frank (Hobart) passed away, the
two merged together, so
TuckerTaters has been around
exclusively since ’66.”
The farm deals in several differ-

ent varieties of potatoes and seed.
“We’ve been selling our own

table stock brand. We package for a
lot of different people, but exclu-
sively for the area is all our own
packaging table stock,” Tom said.
“As seed, we package for anybody
that wants us to put it in their con-
tainer to ship it. When you open up
a seed catalog and you see multi-
colored potatoes, the blues and the
reds, they may have their name on
them, but they start here.”
The farm’s reach even extends

into the friendly skies.
“If you fly on JetBlue and you

get blue potato chips, they started
here, because we supply some of
the potatoes for Terra Chip for
JetBlue,” Tom said.
The farm’s workforce has also

changed drastically since the days

of Benjamin Hobart.
Industrialization had a major
impact upon the agriculture indus-
try, dramatically reducing the labor
required to run the farm. These
days, Tom, Steve, and Tom’s son,
Ben, are all the labor the farm
needs.
“What we do now is what they

used to do with a crew of 30,” Tom
said.
In addition to actual farming, the

farm has continually discovered
new ways to create revenue,
including the popular Great
Adirondack Corn Maze. Over the
past 11 years, travelers from all
over the world have visited the
maze.
“Potatoes don’t make money

from about May until December,
when we start shipping, so there is
a long dry spell,” Tom said. “We
got tired of starving.”
The Tuckers heard about a corn

maze in Schuylerville and decided
to pay it a visit to see what the fuss
was all about.
“It seemed like a great way to

have ag tourism come to the farm,”
Tom said. “My two brothers went
to Clarkson to be engineers and fig-
ured, ‘This is easy. We can do this,’
and we’ve been there ever since.”
The maze gets about 3,000 visi-

tors each year from around the

world and features a new design
each year. The design takes about
20 minutes for an artist to concep-
tualize, two weeks to get in the
ground and eight hours of mainte-
nance each week in order to keep
the paths in good shape. Most visi-
tors complete the maze in about
two hours.
“We do an aerial photo of the

maze so that before you go in you
have an idea of what it looks like,”
Tom said. “It’s a puzzle: you get a
blank map, and your goal is to find
one square for each acre, so this
year there are eight squares for
eight acres.”
The squares are located in mail-

boxes spread throughout the maze.
“You get a square for each acre

to figure out where you are and
how to get back out,” Tom said.
The maze also features flashlight

nights, a nocturnal event whose
popularity has grown steadily over
the years.
“It’s doing the corn maze in total

darkness. You bring your own
flashlight and try to find the eight
hidden mailboxes,” Tom said. “The
first year we did one night, Friday
nights only. It didn’t take long to
figure out that most people would
rather do the maze at night, so we
expanded to both Friday and
Saturday nights.”

Once a year, usually the
Saturday before Halloween, the
Tuckers hold a Fright Night event
to coincide with the holiday, and it
has proven to be the most popular
evening of the season.
“We close the maze at 5 o’clock

on Saturday, and we put a lot of
different props into the corn maze,”
Tom said. “We get a lot of volun-
teers that want to come and help
scare the puddings out of people,
and we open up at 7 o’clock and we
run from 7 to 10.”
The maze will close this year this

Sunday, Nov. 2; afterward, the
corn becomes cow feed.
The newest revenue stream for

the farm took the Tuckers by sur-
prise, but they have been quick to
capitalize upon its potential.
“We’ve made this area available

for weddings,” Steve said. “We
rent the space out, and they deco-
rate it.”
“Last year was our first one,”

Tom said, adding, “We did two this
year, one last year, and we’ve
already got bookings for next year
as well as 2016. It’s kind of a
unique thing. I would have never
thought part of farming would have
gone that route.”
The farm is also available for

birthday parties, retirement parties
and events of all kinds, and it’s
easy to see why it might be an
attractive location. The views of
the Adirondack Mountains from
the farm’s plateau are breathtaking.
“On a clear day, you can see all

the High Peaks,” Steve said.
As for the future, the Tuckers

will approach it the same way they
have tackled the previous 150
years.
“A lot of the farms that go out of

business are static,” Steve said.
“They don’t evolve as the world
changes. They’re stuck milking
cows, or they’re staying with the
same variety of potatoes.”
What will keep Tucker Farms

competitive?
“It’s guessing what people are

gonna want and going for it,” Steve
said.
“I think the ag tourism is a com-

ponent that we’ll work on more,”
Tom said. “The goal is to continue
farming the whole acreage and
then augment the things that can
help.”

Tucker Farms celebrates 150 years

A view from the path of the Great Adirondack Corn Maze.

Adirondack Red and Adirondack Blue potatoes

Steve Tucker, left, and Tom Tucker pose in front of one of their farm’s potato trucks.
(Enterprise photos — Tom Salitsky)

Rory Popp of Saranac Lake enjoys some quality time with toy trucks
during a recent visit to Tucker Farms.

‘A lot of the
farms that go
out of business
are static. They
don’t evolve as

the world
changes.’

Steve Tucker


